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So you’ve undoubtedly heard about 
ChatGPT…



But what, what not, how, and why?



Can it…be a lawyer?



The ChatGPT Firm



Seems like it does pretty well! Let’s try 
it!



https://www.nytimes.com/2023/06/08/nyregion/lawyer-chatgpt-sanctions.html



Oh no…it made the cases up…



So why did ChatGPT not work for this 
example? How does ChatGPT work?



How ChatGPT works

Training ChatGPT

Using ChatGPT



Training ChatGPT
● ChatGPT’s goal: Generating new, human-like text for 

conversations

We’re here!



Generative Models



● ChatGPT’s LLM: GPT-3.5

● Training GPT-3.5 with self-supervised learning

Training ChatGPT



Large Language Models

Image credit: Large Language Model Training in 2023 (aimultiple.com)

https://research.aimultiple.com/large-language-model-training/






Emergent ability of LLM





● The process of self-supervised learning

● Next-token prediction

Training GPT: The Beginning



Training GPT: The Beginning



Next Word Prediction

Next wordGPTText input



Probabilistic Output
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GPTText input

This one!



Predicting Next Word
● Now we repeat and generate more text!

“are”GPT“Hi, how”



Predicting Next Word
● Now we repeat and generate more text!

“you”GPT“Hi, how are”



Predicting Next Word
 ● Now we repeat and generate more text!

“today?”GPT“Hi, how are you”



Predicting Next Word
● Now we repeat and generate more text!

GPT “Hi, how are you today?”



Already a powerful tool. But…



GPT
“The highest mountain is 

Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas; B. K2; C. .” 

“Do you know?”

“What is the highest 

mountain?”



● Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF)
Training ChatGPT from GPT: Fine-tuning

CREDIT: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt



human
“The highest mountain is 

Himalayas.”

“What is the highest 

mountain?”

ChatGPTFine-tuning



● Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF)
Training ChatGPT: Specialisation

CREDIT: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt



GPT
“The highest mountain is 

Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas; B. K2; C. .” 

“What is the highest 

mountain?”

Human labeling



“The highest mountain is 

Himalayas.”

“A. Himalayas; B. K2; C. .” 



● Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF)
Training ChatGPT: Specialisation

CREDIT: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt



GPT
“The highest mountain is 

Himalayas.”

“What is the highest 

mountain?”

Reward signal



● Pretrained large language models + fine-tuning -> 
ChatGPT. 

Training ChatGPT



How ChatGPT works

Training ChatGPT

Using ChatGPT



Generation

ResponseChatGPTText input



ChatGPT 
● Importantly, ChatGPT’s primary goal is to generate as 

human-like text as possible.

● The model is probabilistic.

● It is by no means guaranteed to be correct.

● It provides good starting points, but verify!



ChatGPT is an extremely powerful tool. 



● Before we move on, we need to touch on some key 
warnings about ChatGPT:

Some Warnings



1. Repeat: Don’t take what it says for granted! Always fact check its information.

Some Warnings
● Before we move on, we need to touch on some key 

warnings about ChatGPT:



1. Don’t take what it says for granted! Always fact check its information.

2. Your conversations are part of its learning process. Data privacy rules apply; be careful!

Some Warnings
● Before we move on, we need to touch on some key 

warnings about ChatGPT:



1. Don’t take what it says for granted! Always fact check its information.

2. Your conversations are part of its learning process. Data privacy rules apply; be careful!

3. ChatGPT is a neutral tool. It falls on you to ensure your uses are ethical and sanctioned.

Some Warnings
● Before we move on, we need to touch on some key 

warnings about ChatGPT:



Now we can actually use it to do 
something!



ChatGPT in Coding
● We want to use ChatGPT in coding, in particular, use 

sklearn to do our assignments. Can we do that?

Hint: Don’t take what it says for granted! Always 
fact check its information.



Let’s go live!



ChatGPT in Coding
● So it seems like it does fine. However, this is a pretty 

simple problem. What if we did something harder?

● Let’s have it build us a polynomial regression model…



Let’s go live!



TAKEAWAYS



Using ChatGPT in the real world

● How can we make ChatGPT useful?

Remember it is a probabilistic 
language model

We need to ask good questions.



Using ChatGPT in the real world

● So what are good questions?

● Give specific instructions to ChatGPT
○ Make sure you leave little to no room for error!

● Treat it like suggestions, not facts
○ It’s good at a lot of things, but not great at one particular thing

● The niche problem: more likely to hallucinate (make things 
up) in highly specialized areas




